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Nothing says I Love You like candy kisses! Package a few up in this cute little container and you have 
an easy, adorable gift! Make a few to give to neighbors, friends and teachers! 
 

 
 

Supplies List: 
 Stamps: Bloomin’ Love (Photopolymer-140643) 

 Ink: Blushing Bride (131172) 

 Paper: Blushing Bride Cardstock (131198): 4 1/4” x 3 5/8” scored at 1 1/8”, 2 1/4” and 3 1/4”; 
Whisper White Cardstock (100730): 1/2” x 3” (banner); Blushing Bride Glimmer Paper 
(140550): scraps for punching hearts; Silver Glimmer Paper (135314): scraps for punching 
hearts; Window Sheets (114323): 4”x 2” scored at 1” 

 Accessories: Sweetheart Punch (133786); Itty Bitty Accents Punch Pack (133787); Stampin’ 
Trimmer (126889); Tear & Tape adhesive (138995); Mini Glue Dots (103683); Stampin' 
Dimensionals (104430); Big Shot Die Cutting Machine (113439); Project Life Cards & Labels 
Framelits (135707); candy kisses 
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Instructions: 
1. Randomly stamp heart from Bloomin’ Love Stamp Set on cardstock using Blushing Bride ink 

pad. 
2. Cut rectangle shape from Project Life Cards & Labels Framelits, centered across 1-1/8” score 

line. 
3. Apply Tear & Tape to long edges of scored window sheet and adhere to back side of Blushing 

Bride cardstock to cover hole made by Framelit, making sure to match score lines. 
4. Adhere Tear & Tape to smallest edge of card stock and secure to inside of cardstock, creating 

a triangular shaped box. 
5. Punch large heart from Blushing Bride and small heart from Silver Glimmer Paper. 
6. Stamp XOXO on Whisper White banner, "flag" ends and fold under middle to create a pop-up 

effect. Adhere to front of large heart with glue dots. Apply to front of box with glue dots. 
7. Adhere small heart with one Stampin' Dimensional. 
8. Put four candy kisses into the box (you can put a Dimensional or a couple of Glue Dots under 

the one on each end to keep them from sliding) and give to your Valentine sweetheart! 
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